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Expert team on Data Rescue - Members

Austria: I. Auer, B. Chimani, A. Jurkovic
Belgium: M. Vandiepenbeeck
Czech Republic: M. Repka
Croatia: J. Milkovic
Cyprus: S. Pashiardis
Estonia: Ain Kallis
Latvia: L. Lizuma
Finland: Minna Huuskonen
Germany: H. Mächel
Lithuania: J. Kilpys
Hungary: M. Lakatos
Netherlands: A. van Engelen, Ge Verver
Ireland: S. Walsh
Norway: E. Lundstad
Italy: G. Mondacchini
Poland: D. Limanowka, P. Kilar
Romania: E. Mateescu, A. Manea
Slovakia: D. Galo
Sweden: W. Josefsson
Switzerland: H. Kunz
Spain: J. Guijarro, M. Brunet
United Kingdom: M. McCarthy
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What is data rescue
WMO: Data Rescue is the ongoing process of preserving all data at risk of being
lost due to deterioration of the medium and digitizing current and past data into
computer compatible form for easy access.
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reasons:
prevention data get lost (forever)

to ensure the access to all existing data information (also in the future)
IPCC : we should study the natural variability of the undisturbed climate
with long period records of quality climate observations.
link to the paleo-climatic community
important for re-analysis and model evaluation for the best possible
assessment of projections of the future
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the new Climate Program of EUMETNET
Expert team on data rescue and recovery: since 2013
not to double work, but to supplement ongoing activities: MEDARE,
ACRE, IEDRO
 near future: to provide a “preliminary” data inventory of digital
existing data and of data to be rescued
 to increase the number digitised records (as far as possible)
 faraway future : to search projects or other support to facilitate data
rescue
 to homogenize digital existing data when necessary
 to make these data publicly available
focus : climate change and variability:
 really long-term (centennial stations)
 mountain station > 50 years
 data sparse regions
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ET data rescue, questionnaire
Responses from: .
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic,
Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, Georgia, Germany,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania,
Netherlands, Norway,
Romania, Slovakia,
Slovenia,
Switzerland,

missing countries:
outside of Europe (exception is Georgia)
inside: ES, PT, FR, LU, UK, RS, PL, BA, BG, GR, AL, MD, UA, RU

Expert team on Data Rescue - questionnaire
was sent to all NMSs in Europe plus WMO Region VI countries
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Is there already according to long-term series and mountain series digitized
data available for your country? Please give their names, the temporal
resolution, the parameters, start and end date of the series.
nice tables, attached files, maps,
Annex 1. LIST OF SELECTED STATIONS (26) - DAILY VALUES OF TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION
Station: Bjelovar
Lat
Long Alt
Digitised record lenght
Missing data Missing data Non digittised record
45°55´ 16° 51´ 141
Mean temp1949-01-01
Precipitation
1949-01-01

2011-12-31
2011-12-31

Station:Crikvenica
Lat
Long Alt
Digitised record lenght
Missing data Missing data Non digittised record
45°10´ 14° 42´ 2
Mean temp1891-01-01
Precipitation
1891-07-01

2011-12-31
2008-04-01
2011-12-31
2008-04-01

1987-04-01
2008-06-30
1987-04-01
2008-06-30

1987-06-30
1987-06-30

Station: Daruvar
Lat
Long Alt
Digitised record lenght
Missing data Missing data Non digittised record
45°36´ 17° 14´ 161

Expert team on Data Rescue - questionnaire
Do you know of any according data for your country that still needs to be
digitized? Please indicate the station name, the temporal resolution, the
parameter, start and end date of the series, if known.
Annex 2. List of climatological and main meteorological stations to be digitized
Stations
BILOGORA
BJELOVAR
DARUVAR
DUBROVNIK
DUBROVNIK CILIPI
GRACAC
GRADISTE
KARLOVAC
KNIN
KOMIZA

Period to be digitized Number of years
V 1975-XII 1980
VII 1945-XII 1948
X 1935-XII 1977
I 1946-XII 1960
II 1963-XII 1980
VII 1953-XII 1959
IX 1971-XII 1980
I 1894-XII 1948
VIII 1946-XII 1948
I 1956-XII 1980

5
3
42
15
18
6
9
55
2
25
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Expert team on Data Rescue - questionnaire
Is there any metadata (station location, but also information on changes in
the station configuration,…) already available /still to be recovered
concerning your climate data?
--------YES
Do you have the resources to digitize the still unexplored climate data in
your archive?
Not necessary; the work (project) has been completed
yes,
Yes, on basis of projects
We do not have any resources. However, we try to digitize climate data
within the activities of the personnel. However, the process is very slow.
resources for only 25%
Despite the fact that we have a resource to digitize data, it is still very small
and is needed to be increased.
No – External funding/resources will be necessary
no
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Expert team on Data Rescue - questionnaire
Please give an estimation of the costs [€] and work hours the digitalization
of the according data would take.
unclear question, answers are not comparable, no idea to
very precise answers
If you would have the money to do the digitalization of the data, in which
time horizon would you be able to do this?
4 years (mean of all), 1 to 20 years
Would you be willing to provide your data to an international database
ECA&D, HIST-EU to be built up after the example of HISTALP
http://www.zamg.ac.at/histalp?
the majority said yes (secured)
it would be interesting to consider that option
only some no: no due to legal reasons, due to income, depending
on data, waiting for the INSPIRE directive,
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Expert team on Data Rescue - questionnaire
Would you be willing to write some data description of your data (an
example would be provided in time) and participate in a common paper?
yes!
The digitalization of which parameters would be of special interest to
you? Please indicate the importance (beginning with 1 for the most
important parameter) for the parameters listed below. If you have
additional suggestions, please include them in the list.
temperature, precipitation,
wind, snow, humidity
sunshine, clouds, air pressure
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other sources – ECA&D – projects – WMO activities
24.09.2013
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Lessons learnt
Not all countries responded, especially those outside Europe
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NHMSs have realized the necessity of data rescue
data policy is still a stumbling block for some countries

Not all NHMSs are aware of the data slumbering in their archives
there are more monthly than daily data

number of interviewees to be extended

some questions were formulated unclear
feedback: answers were not always comparable
Thank you for your attention

